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Abstract. Putting forward the socialist core values is a further understanding to deepen the socialism essence and the law of socialism development by communist party of China. Socialist core values reflects the unifying of teleology and regularity, integrity and hierarchy, openness and national character. The legality of the Chinese communist party has been confirmed through the history and reality. The moral foundation of the Chinese communist party has been reinforced and widely accepted and reached a consensus by the socialist core values, which has been promoting through the values of advocacy, the behavior way of persuasion, public opinion on the public opinion. The people in Minority area are simple, honest and unspoiled, through the guidance of socialist core values, can further strengthen moral consciousness in minority areas, and through the benign ecological construction, it supports moral ethical for economic and social development in the areas of China's minority.

Introduction

Any society needs a set of core values which consists with the national reality and law of development, as the spiritual motivation of a state, It provides the interpretation paradigm for their citizens behavior choice to justified. In period of French bourgeois revolution, They put forward “free, fair (equal), help (love) become all bourgeois in almost the whole Europe advocated the core values in that period, which afforded values to defend his revolutionary on rationality. On that time, in western developed countries they not only took "democracy, freedom, justice and human rights" as a brand of value idea unceasingly, at the same time, also as the important means of ideological and cultural infiltration. Socialism, as a new type of state which transcends capitalism, not only on the economy has replaced the private ownership to public ownership, eliminates the origins of oppression and alienation, in politics, the people are masters of the country in democratic politics, should cohere with core values in the field of spiritual culture in a greater extent, to ensure the safety in the ideology of socialism, to manifest the legitimacy of socialism in the aspect of values.

The Historical Evolution and Era Characteristics of Socialist Core Values

Socialist Core Values Was Gestated Within the Framework of the Capitalist System

Germination of socialist core values, could be traced back to the theorists of fantasy socialism, Utopian socialists have the embryo and germination of socialist core values, but because it couldn't find the strength which relied on and the way to implement this value pursuit. Thus, in the end, they pinned there hope on that the rich's conscience would be
discovered by themselves and the emergence of a genius, and therefore they failed in the name of "fantasy". Marx and Engels gave up all the past abstract theory of human nature thought, starting from the reality, took the people's liberation and freedom and all-round development of everyone as the core values orientation of the future communist society.

**The Zigzag Development of Socialist Core Values in the Practice of Exploration**

In the classic works of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, there is not the socialist core values but the core values of communism, and in the later practice, which developed two consequences: first, rebuke socialism in western society; Second, socialist lost itself and dispute with each other in the socialist core values. This is not terrible, but, in the later practice, some leaders of the socialist country doubt socialism in level of values, in front of the values of western strong penetration and bewitch, they lost themselves, eventually it led to a major setback for socialism. Thus, upheaval in eastern Europe, the collapse of the Soviet union are not so much a socialist economy, political issues, but it was due to the socialist core values. "Therefore, core values and the core value system has become a system of a country's social security, to support a social system normal operation, and as the basic spirit and cultural forces, to maintain a certain social in order."

**The Extraction of Socialist Core Values in Contemporary China**

The Extraction of Socialist core values in contemporary China, reflects the confidence of road, theory and system which the communist party of China leads the people of China unnervingly keep to the socialist road with Chinese characteristics, has the distinct characteristics of the times. Socialist core values reflects the desire and the voice of the Chinese people of all ethnic groups, embodies the development law of socialism, is an organic unity of purpose and regularity. Socialist core values, at the begin of the whole and general situation, but also obviously has three hierarchy of national, social, and personal, reflects the organic unity of the integrity and the hierarchy; Socialist core values does not accept the so-called universal values of the west, but does not rejects the reasonable factor it contains, at the same time, it inherits the values of the Chinese traditional culture, is an organic unity of openness and nationality.

**The Internal Fit of Moral Practice in Minority Areas and Socialist Core Values**

**The Internal Unity between the Tradition of Moral Practice in Minority Areas and Socialist Core Values**

In the practice of Chinese revolution and construction, national minority compatriots stand firmly with the communist party of China. It is essentially uniform between moral practice of the minority areas and the essence of socialist core values. Moral practice of ethnic minority areas and the socialist core values share the same spirit and intelligence, both of them generated in the historical development of Chinese civilization and the socialist practice; On the ethical character, they are homogeneous model, both represents the direction of advanced culture, are showed in the new period of Chinese spirit and value pursuit of the masses; On the relationship between the both, the socialist core values have both the heavy history the spirit of sublimation, is the party's governing ethical idea of highly concentrated in the new period, the people in the ethnic minority areas are faithful practitioner of socialist core values, in the process of the practice of socialist core values, minority people will externalize socialist core values in their own behavior.
The Value Pursuit of the Ethnic Minorities Is Highly Consistent with Socialist Core Values

The value target may be different in the form of the pursuit in different ethnic minority areas, but in essence, they are highly consistent with the socialist core values. There are a variety of people's value pursuit in Minority areas, along with the economic and social development and the improvement of people's living standard, and the material is more and more abundance, national minority compatriots desire to advance spiritual world, this moral calling and requirements are highly consistent with the target of socialist core values.

The Cultivation and Practice of Socialist Core Values Are Helpful To Promote Moral Practice Ability in the Minority Areas

In the new historical period, through the values advocated, the persuasion of behavior way, guidance to the public opinion, further enhance the whole society including the ethnic minority areas' moral practice ability.

First, to advocate the value idea. By advocating the socialist core values. To advocate "prosperous and strong, democratic, civilized and harmonious" values reflects the national economy, politics, culture and social relationship and personal relevance, also implies he ethical requirements of a "China rises or falls in the world is closely related to everyone in China"; To advocate "freedom, equality, justice, rule of law" suggests that these words are not the exclusive preserve of bourgeois, capitalist society used only on the level of instrumental rationality, socialist society can be transcended on the rational value level; To advocate "patriotic, dedicated, sincere, friendly", are both for the value of traditional culture resources, and for the basic moral requirements for every citizen in contemporary China.

Second, the persuasion of behavior means. Anyone's behavior is influenced by certain values, in the historical process of behavior reform and opening up, with the economic and social development, on the one hand, the values of people break the bondage of the traditional values, has a certain significance of historical progress. On the other hand, the operation of the market economy, in a certain extent, it causes the desire inflation, human indifference, behavior anomic etc, if all these do not timely statute by values ,it may make some people become "Shiny appearance, but Being empty inside", defeat the integrity of the "Chinese dream". And to put forward the socialist core values be able to provide the evaluation benchmark of behavior choice for people, to have persuasion function some behaviors.

Third, The guidance to public opinion. As the power of leadership for the cause of socialism, the communist party of China holds the strong news media and network media resources, with the aid of this resource, it can actively and effectively propagandize socialist core values. In addition, the communist party can control by the fellow government, such as the corresponding checking and supervision, booting various culture subject, cultural organizations in the society. For positive and healthy values and cultural products, through the publicity, it must be promoted, and even a certain level of funding to praise; for the unhealthy values and network cultural products, it must be attacked such as banning transmission etc.
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Through Moral Practice in Minority Areas Minorities Realize the Charm of Socialist Core Values

In the process of cultivation and practice the socialist core values, the leading cadres should take the lead in a lot of minority nationality region, become the model of socialist core values to uphold and practice for ordinary citizens, party members and cadres should play guidance and exemplary role in the field of moral value.

Cultivating and practicing the socialist core values, but also through high quality supply of cultural products, constantly improve the socialist cultural soft power. In this aspect, the parts of the ethnic minority areas can use the characteristic to Cultivate and practice the socialist core values.

Moral Practice in Minority Areas Prevents Minorities from the Charm of Socialist Core Values Negative Culture

China is in the shift period of economic, the period of social transition, that transition interests diversified features determines the whole social members thought presents multi-level complex situation. In this context, to cultivate the socialist core values, vigorously carry forward the national spirit with patriotism as the core and with reform and innovation as the core spirit of The Times is necessary and urgent. Through in-depth patriotism, collectivism and socialism and the moral education, improve the minority people's moral sentiment, enrich people's spiritual world, and promote people's spiritual world, growing ethnic people in recognition ability and the ability to consciously resist the bad values, enhance mental immunity.

To Collect Social Positive Energy through the Construction of Benign Moral Ecological Environment in the Ethnic Minority Areas It the Pooling

The socialist core values, in the process of constructing ecological environment of benign moral, plays a vital role. To establish socialist core values, we must reject backward decadent values, but that doesn't mean we reject other positive values. As mentioned earlier, the socialist core values has the characteristics of openness, this openness determines its ability of inclusion, adopting all positive values promoting social development. Values, on the other hand, is a rich connotation and wide extension of the concept of system, the core values are just in the central and the mainstream values, the values of other such as benign frugality, generous, self-improvement, etc, as well as different professional ethics in the workplace, social ethics adapted to social development at different stages of society, family virtues, and harmonious family relations, still plays an important role in contemporary China, along with the socialist core values, nourish benign moral ecological system of our spirit home, common powerful social positive energy for the realization of the "Chinese dream".

Conclusion

There are elegant ecosystem in the minority regions, we can axis with the socialist core values to benign beautiful moral ecology in the minority area, so as it achieve the harmony between nature and human being, perfectly unity of beautiful nature and social beauty mind. Through the propaganda of socialist core values and guiding, eliminate people's suspicion and indifference to moral participation, build the good moral ecological environment; Through
We encourage the growth of good deeds, explore good moral ecological mechanism; Through the government, to cultivate and improve the public welfare organization and social volunteer organizations, to hatch good moral strength for ecological maintenance; By carrying more factors of high-quality goods output of socialist core values of minority culture, we will produce more and more green products of good moral ecology.
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